BRAIN
It’s sad but true, the neurologists say we are using about two percent of our brain
under normal circumstances.
Our brain is made up of two hemispheres (two eyes, two ears, etc), known as
the left and right brain functions. These two hemispheres are connected at the
bottom.
LEFT SIDE
On the left side we have our analytic thoughts (usability). This includes our ability to
think logic, language, science, and math. Many first born people are left brain people,
more often thinking in compartments, analytic
thoughts from bullet points to bullet points. They
are usually very good with math (engineers) but
have no sense of humour, find themselves
breaking down the humour to figure out why it’s
supposed to be funny.
RIGHT SIDE
On the right side we have our creative (design)
thoughts and processes. This side includes our
intuition, holistic (therapeutics/naturopathy/
chiropractic), creativity, art and music. Right brain
people are very creative, they think outside the
box, they are very connected to their emotions,
they sense things, have a free spirit. Right brain
people are usually artists, actors, musicians.
TEN COMMANDMENTS
These two hemispheres may be considered symbolic of the two tablets of
stone with the first five commandments on the left side and the last five on the right
side of the brain.
The first five commands involve no emotions, they are compartmentalized, they are
simply static (fixed, unchanging) commands. They are straight forward, black and white
commands.
The second five all involve emotions. Most of christianity has shut down the left
hand side of the commandments. They want freedom and the ability to emotionally do
whatever they desire in the name of God. They work with emotions but refuse the idea of
simple black and white commands. They are absorbed in the “me, myself and I” and are
not concerned about the Him or His will. They claim to love Him but by their works show
they do not love Him (John 14:15). They will say that truth is relevant but they can do
whatever they desire with that truth. It’s all about the hug, rather than the reason for the
hug.
Most people who get married marry a person who thinks the opposite way, therefore
we have left brain people marrying right brain people. That’s why they are attracted to
each other. Yah wants us to marry so we can listen and have access to the other side of
the brain. This is (echad), unity that makes all the functions of the brain accessible by the
couple. They become whole, two units acting as one unit. He wants us to walk in balance
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(Eccl. 3:1-8).
If we compare this idea with our Good Book we will see that left hemisphere
thinking people are followers of torah and right brain hemisphere people are into
the Renewed testament only. Let’s take the right and left side of the book and connect
them together so the entire brain works in balance. We need to take the freedom of the
ruach (Holy Spirit) from the right side of the book and have it work inline with the
commands of the left side of the book.
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